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In this study, we present a simulation algorithm for the backscattered ultrasound signal from 
livertissue. The algorithm simulates backscattered signals from normal liver and three different 
liver abnormalities. The performance of the algorithm has been tested by statistically 
comparing the simulated signals with corresponding signals obtained from a previous 
in vivo study. To verify that the simulated signals can be classified correctly we have applied 
a classification technique based on an artificial neural network. The acoustic features 
extracted from the spectrum over a 2.5 MHz bandwidth are the attenuation coefficient and 
the change of speed of sound with frequency (dispersion). Our results show that the 
algorithm performs satisfactorily. Further testing of the algorithm is conducted by the use 
of a data acquisition and analysis system designed by the authors, where several simulated 
signals are stored in memory chips and classified according to their abnormalities. 
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Ultrasound propagation in soft tissues and its interaction 
with tissues are complex processes. An inherent problem 
is the coherent interference among wave components 
backscattered by different particles within the resolution 
cell, which causes ultrasound reflection in soft tissue to 
be a random process’. 

Several investigators 2-4 have reported reasonable 
success in characterizing disorders of liver using analytic 
methods such as Bayes and Nearest Neighbour statistical 
classifiers. 

The goal of the present study is to present mathematical 
models of the backscattered signals for normal and three 
types of liver abnormalities. The study also introduces a 
classification technique to identify the type of abnormalities 
(if any). The approach taken involves analysing quantita- 
tively the backscattered signal and applying a powerful 
pattern recognition technique based on a three-layer 
feedforward artificial neural network developed in this 
study. This method of interrogating the tissue is believed 
to be easier than visual interpretation of the time domain 
B-Scan image 3,4. Accurate results may preclude the need 
for biopsy examination. The neural network approach 
has been employed by several investigators to characterize 
soft tissues5-‘. It was confirmed that this approach 
outperforms the traditional statistical classifiers5,8,g. 

Further investigation of the algorithm performance is 
made when eight simulated signals are converted to real 
signals through hardware design. These signals are 
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captured, digitized and stored by a data acquisition and 
analysis system designed and constructed by the authors. 

Simulation algorithm 

The propagation of the transmitted signal x(f) through 
the tissue with power transfer function h(f) can be 
described by the linear relation 

r(f) = WW) (1) 

where r(f) represents the power spectrum of the received 
signal from a selected region of the liver specimen (see 
Figure 1). The power spectrum of x(f) is often assumed 
Gaussian and described as” 

x(f)=5 
(fo-f I2 

Cfiexp- 202 ( > 
where x0 is the power spectrum at the centre frequency 
f. (3 MHz) and CJ is a measure of the bandwidth. Figure 
2 shows the spectrum of x(f). 

For a resolution cell of N randomly positioned 
scatterers d,, with random reflection amplitude A,, the rf 
signal is the convolution of the impulse response of the 
transducer x(t) and the tissue impulse response h(t), 
including the effects of scattering &d 
characteristics of the propagation path 

r(t)=h(t)@x(t) 
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Figure 1 Pulse propagation through liver 

Frequency (MH z) 

Figure 2 The power spectrum of the transmitted pulse 

The tissue impulse response function is the summation 
of all the impulse response delta functions from all of the 
scatterers; that is 

h(t)= 5 A&C-Q) 
k=l 

The summation term represents the composite nature of 
the backscattered echoes detected at random arrival 
timeS, zk, where A, and rk are assumed to be uncorrelated 
random variables. The random arrival time is defined as 
z,=(2d,/c) where c is the speed of sound. 

Taking the Fourier transform of Equation (4), 
Equation (5) is obtained as 

(5) 

where A, is the decaying amplitude of the echoes. The 
amplitude decreases with increasing depth and attenuation. 
This decrease is approximately exponential, 1 A, 1 e - Za(f)dk. 
Assuming A, is Rayleigh distributed for large N and 
independent scatterer spacing, and 4k is the phase that 
is uniformly distributed over the interval (0,279, then the 
density function of amplitude and phase are given byr5 

p(A,) = !$ e-Ak/Za2 and p($)=& with $~(0:2z) 

(6) 
Empirically, the attenuation coefficient a(f) has been 
found to be expressible in terms of frequency as 
LX(J)= a.fb, where a and b are tissue constants11*12. 
Published values for tissue absorption constants taken 
from Reference 12, and for scatterer spacing taken from 
References 13 and 14 were employed in the simulation. 

Substituting Equations (5) into Equation (l), yields the 
backscattered signal 

~(f,21)=x(j)e-~“~(~) f )Akle-j”‘k (7) 
k=l 

where 1 is tissue length. The tissue model can be described 
in a block diagram as shown in Figure 3. Equation (7) is 
computer simulated according to the stated assumptions, 
and Figure 4 shows the power spectrum of the signal 
according to the equation. The simulation for A, is made 
with mean p = 0 and standard deviation D = 1. For better 
results, the amplitude is taken for every ten averaged 
values. The power spectra of the received signal has 
retained its Gaussian shape and is shifted from the centre 
frequency. This shift is a function of the attenuation 
coefficient. 

Comparing the spectrum of the simulated case for a 
normal liver with that for an in uiuo case, as reported 
previously, where these signals were measured and 
recorded from in uivo scanning of the normal liver and 
the same three types of abnormalitiesg”7, it is evident 
that the simulated spectrum has retained the main 
features. However, through statistical analysis (total 
error, average, peak and standard deviation) of the power 
spectra of the simulated signals and the measured signals, 
we can see that the simulated signals are reasonably 
correct. We also found agreement between the character- 
istics of our simulated spectra and those reported by 
other investigators, such as Reference 13. These 

Figure 3 Block diagram of tissue model 

6 T- 

Frequency (MHz) 
Figure 4 Power spectra of backscattered signal for normal liver 
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characteristics are mainly the Gaussian shape of the 
signal and the location of the peak and its shift, from 
centre fequency, with abnormality. 

The inverse Fourier transform is applied on Equation 
(7) and the time domain representation of the signal is 
computed numerically. Figure 5 shows the received signal 
as a function of time. 

In the following section, a classification technique is 
discussed. This technique is based on extracting features 
from the backscattered signal, and on applying a pattern 
recognition algorithm to characterize the signals. 

Classification technique 

Feature extraction 

Using Equation (7) and assuming a log spectral difference 
method to apply here, the attenuation coefficient in the 
frequency domain can be written asg,16*17 

1 
Lx(f)=------ 

ln 

W-4) 
for 1, #I, (8) 

where E,cf, Z1) and E,(f, EJ are the power spectra of the 
backscattered signal from depths I, and I,, respectively. 
Equation (8) shows that calculation of uCf) depends on 
the difference between two far-zone depths. The depth 
selection must satisfy the far zone criterion, and the signal 
must have sufficient amplitude for accurate detection of 
the signal. 

A second feature for characterizing the tissue is the 
ultrasonic velocity dispersion, which can be estimated 
from knowledge of the attenuation coefficient as9 

(9) 

where c0 is the sound velocity at a convenient reference 
frequency cog, and w is the maximum frequency 
encountered. 

According to Equation (8), if the attenuation varies 
linearly with frequency, the incremental increase in speed 
&(o) should vary logarithmically over the defined 
frequency range. 

A third feature is employed to improve classification 
results. This feature contains information about the mean 
scatterer spacing and the deviation from the mean. These 
published values represent liver classes that are similar 
‘to the classes considered in this study13*i4. 

Data generation and processing 

Equations (2), (6) and (7) are implemented for different 
liver parameters (i.e. absorption constants a and b, and 
scatterer spacing). The data are grouped into four liver 
classes such as; normal, mild liver disease, moderate/severe 
liver disease, and fatty liver. 

Each signal is taken from depth 1 equal to 10 cm, and 
is digitized with sampling frequencey 20 MHz. It is stored 
in a file of length 2048 samples (i.e. 102 ps). A total of 80 
files are generated (20 files per class). A window of 
duration 52~s (1024 points) is applied at different 
positions on each signal (i.e. depth of 0, 1 and 2 cm). 
Consequently, three data files are generated for each case. 

A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied to the 1024 
data points, and the power spectrum is calculated. 
Frequencies less than 1.73 MHz, or greater than 4.2 MHz, 

have very small amplitudes and hence these components 
are filtered out. Averaging is also performed on each file 
and the data points per file are reduced to 33. More 
details of the signal processing procedure can be found in 
Reference 17. 

The attenuation coefficient and velocity dispersion are 
estimated according to Equations (8) and (9). Finally, 
each case is represented by a file that contains two 
features (33 points for velocity dispersion and three points 
for scatterer spacing). 

Pattern recognition 

Pattern recognition is the process of classifying an 
unknown pattern and grouping it with one of the classes 
that represents the pattern with minimum error (or 
misclassification). Many researchers have employed 
traditional classifiers to characterize soft tissues, such as 
curve fitting, Bayes and Nearest Neighbour schemes. 
Recently, the neural network has proved to be a superior 
classifier5-‘, and will be pursued herein for data 
classification. 

The input to the network is a continuous valued vector 
xi . . .X36. The hidden layer consists of eight nodes where 
the number of nodes is determined by trial and error to 
ensure convergence of the network. The output layer 
consists of four nodes, where each node represent one 
class (see Figure 6). The network is trained with an input 
matrix of size (36 x 40), which represents 40 vectors (ten 
files per class) each containing 36 data points. These 
vectors represent velocity dispersion as 33 points and 
scatterer spacing as three points. 

The desired output matrix is represented by 1s and OS. 
After training is completed, a data file at the input of the 
network can be presented for classification. Details of the 
network have been published elsewhereg. A complete 
algorithm is described by the flowchart given in Figures 
7a and b. 

Results 

Classification results 

The test set for the network consisted of 40 simulated 
files (ten files per class). The files used in the training (40 
files, ten files per class) were not included in the test set. 
Data stored in these files were processed and the four 
simulated liver classes (normal, mild, moderate/severe, 
and fatty liver) were predicted by the network. These 

Input vector (features) 

Figure 6 The artificial neural network 
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0 0 I 0 class3 
0 0 0 I class4 

a D 

Figure 7 (a) A complete simulation algorithm. (b) Classification algorithm 

classes were compared with the previously known ones. 
The results show that of the 40 tested cases, the system 
correctly classified 37 cases; all files belonging to normal 
liver class passed, all files belonging to class 2 passed, 
only 8 out of 10 files belonging to class 3 passed (the 
failed files were recognized as belonging to class 4), and 
finally 9 out of 10 files belonging to class 4 passed. When 
the data of the failed files were inspected, it was observed 
that there was severe overlap of the tissue absorption 
parameters. Therefore, the overall performance of the 
algorithm for liver classification is 92.5% for the cases 
examined. The validity of the simulation algorithm was 
further examined when an in uiuo normal liver signal was 
recognized by the network as normal. Figures 8 and 9 
are examples of the variations of the attenuation 
coefficient and velocity dispersion, respectively, with 
frequency for class 1 (normal) liver specimen. 

Hardware implementation 

Data acquisition system 

A 20 MHz data acquisition and analysis system was 
designed and constructed to capture, digitize and store 

Frequency (MH 2) 

Figure 8 Attenuation coefficient for normal liver 

the signal from different depths in the liver specimen. 
A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 10. 
The signal is filtered and digitized using a lo-bit 
analogue-to-digital converter (A/D). The digitized data 
are transferred to a high-speed static memory (20ns) 
through a tristate data bus. The duration of each data 
collection (window) is 52 ps. The control unit generates 
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Figure 9 Velocity dispersion for normal liver 
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Figure 10 Block diagram of the system 

Figure 11 Construction of the simulated signal 

synchronization signals during read and write cycles. It 
is designed and implemented using a CAD package, the 
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) technique. The 
control unit design is down loaded into a XILINX 
3000-50 chip. The unit is triggered from a 1 kHz pulse. 
The depth and window are controlled using an &bit 
counter. The control unit also supplies addresses to the 
memories during read and write cycles. The system is 
completely under hardware control during the write 
cycle, and under software control during the read cycle. 
The data are accessed from the memory through 
communication ports. The data are stored in files for 
further analysis. 

Hardware representation of the simulated signal 

The signal was constructed with the experimental set-up 
shown in Figure II. A window was applied on the 2048 
samples of the backscattered signal for three liver depths 
0,0.5 and 1.0 cm. Three data files each of size 1024 points 
were formed. Each data file was then averaged and 
reduced to 204 points. This was due to the slow accebs 
rate of the memory (EPROM, 2.5 MHz). The 204 points 

were repeated up to 2048 points, in order to make the 
signal periodic. The file was then programmed in an 
EPROM chip 4k x 8 bit. The data were accessed from 
memory at a rate of 400 ns per sample. The digital data 
were converted to an analogue signal using an g-bit 
digital-to-analogue converter. The analogue signal was 
captured and digitized by the acquisition system (50ns 
per sample) and a lk data file was produced. Each file 
was then averaged to 128 points (i.e. 400/50 ratio). The 
experiment was repeated three times per case, and a total 
of eight cases were investigated. A computer program 
written in C language was developed to perform the 
computation. The data files generated by the system were 
further analysed and processed by software as described 
previously. A fast Fourier transform algorithm was 
applied on each data file. Each file was then reduced to 
64 points in the frequency domain over a bandwidth of 
1.25 MHz. The attenuation coefficient and the velocity 
dispersion were computed for each case. 

Classification results 

In this case, the input to the network was a continuous 
valued vector x1.. .x19. An input matrix of size 19 x 4 
was presented as a reference matrix. Four files were taken 
as a training set and four files as a test set. The results 
show that three files are differentiated correctly. The 
percentage of success is 75% using velocity dispersion. 
The field file belongs to the mild liver class, and it was 
recognized by the network as normal. The reason for this 
may be referred to the filtering and averaging of the 
signals. 

Conclusions 

The simulation algorithm presented in this study is shown 
to produce reasonably accurate backscattered signals fof 
normal liver and three types of abnormalities. This 
success is confirmed when the authors conducted a 
comparison check with in vivo signals. It is shown that 
the variation with frequency of the attenuation coefficient 
and velocity dispersion of the generated data have 
approximately similar shapes when compared with in vivo 
data for normal liver, as reported earlier9,17. A neural 
network, as a pattern classifier, is employed in this study. 
The overall performance of the classification for the cases 
examined suggests that the neural network outperforms 
the traditional classifiers. This conclusion is supported 
by reports of other investigators5-9. 

In a real application, the acquisition system usually 
captures and digitizes the backscattered signal. However, 
the acquisition system is implemented in this study to 
capture and digitize the signals generated by the 
simulation algorithm. 

Finally, the design of the algorithm and the system can 
be readily adjusted to classify among more than four liver 
classes. 
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